Host E-Curtis says:
###################### BEGIN MISSION ######################

Host E-Curtis says:
@::Looks at his fellow class mates on the transport pad::

CTO_Bucha says:
::On bridge at tac monitoring tactical systems status::

AXO_Ander says:
::In TL, riding to bridge::

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::All excited about going to visit a real starship::

E-Timothy says:
@:: Looking relatively withdrawn ::

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::Hopping from foot to foot::

Host E-Curtis says:
@::Looks at them as he says:: All: Ready?

E-William says:
@:: Waiting::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Standing at Eng console on bridge::

T`Lura says:
@::Pokes Timothy::

SO_Bishop says:
::Seated at SCI 1, locking down SCI 2 station::

E-Sonja says:
@Self: ::mutters:: I hate lectures. Be good. Do this, do that.

AXO_Ander says:
::Enters bridge::

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::Big smile at Curtis::

FCO_Jamin says:
::Waiting at airlock to greet guests::

E-Timothy says:
:: Thinks - Tlura doesn't want to do that ::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: All tactical systems functioning and standing by sir.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Turns to Andersen:: AXO: Ready to beam the students?

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Good morning...Captain. ::grins:: I'll check.

Host E-Curtis says:
<Earth-traffic control>COM: Scimitar: You’re cleared to leave earth orbit.

E-T`Lura says:
@::Hears his thoughts and pokes him again....giggles::

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::Finding it hard to keep still::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: Security is ready for visitors, Capt.

E-William says:
@:: Looks at rest of group and smiles::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Ops has cleared us for departure, once we've got our group on board.

CMOMcCell says:
::Sitting at the Conn cringing at the controls::

E-Sonja says:
@::Quickly checks backpack::

E-Timothy says:
@:: Makes T'lura stop ::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Best tell Lt. Jamin they'll be at the TR.

AXO_Ander says:
::Hits Comm badge:: *Hansen* Bridge to Transporter Room 1...Chief, you set down there?

Host E-Curtis says:
@::Glad to get away from those bossy mean people at the academy::

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::Starts to settle down .... they have all been told how to behave on a ship .... must not let Daddy down::

SO_Bishop says:
::Running LRS::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CMO: Once we get the students prepare to take us out.

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Aye Sir.

CPOHansen says:
*AXO* Aye, sir. Ready to transport.

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The kids are beamed onboard.

E-Lisa_Da says:
@::Checks mentally all she wants to see and do::

CMOMcCell says:
Bridge Crew: I'd like to apologize in advance if this is a bumpy ride... ::Grins::

E-T`Lura says:
@::Decides Timothy is no fun and goes to stand next to Lisa::

AXO_Ander says:
*FCO* Andersen to Jamin...the students are at Transporter Room 1. Please greet them there. Andersen out.

E-Lisa_Da says:
:::Shimmers and arrives aboard Scimitar::

E-Timothy says:
:: Materializes in the transporter room ::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Arrives on board the USS Scimitar and looks around::

CPOHansen says:
::Completes transport::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Sees only a CPO in the transporter room::

E-William says:
::Arrives in transporter room::

E-Sonja says:
::Shivers, doesn't like transporters::

FCO_Jamin says:
*AXO* Thank you sir, I will. ::heads to TR::

CPOHansen says:
All: Welcome aboard the USS Scimitar. I'm Chief Petty Officer Brian Hansen. Your tour guide will be here shortly.

Host E-Curtis says:
All: Looks like we get to explore.

E-T`Lura says:
::Materializes in TR::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Sees that all her friends got here. ::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Have them wait for Lt. Jamin.

E-William says:
::Rubbernecks::

Host E-Curtis says:
:: Ignores the CPO and walks out into the hall::

CPOHansen says:
All: I'd like you to wait here until Lieutenant Jamin arrives...sir, hold it a minute...

E-Timothy says:
:: They are greeting us with a CPO? Starts to wonder::

E-T`Lura says:
::Follows Curtis::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Follows Curtis::

E-Sonja says:
::Grabs her backpack and follows Curtis::

E-William says:
:: Rushes to catch up to Curtis::

Host ACO_McLir says:
ALL: Prepare to disengage from station.

E-Timothy says:
:: Following Curtis ::

Host E-Curtis says:
All: I am going to the bridge.

FCO_Jamin says:
::Arrives in the TR::

CPOHansen says:
::Secures transporter:: All: Wait! ::goes after them::

CMOMcCell says:
::Starts to runs his fingers over the new Conn’s Control Panel, preparing the ship for launch::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Heads off to the TL::

E-T`Lura says:
::Goes to TL with Curtis::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Darts into the corridor  - just in case anyone is following them ...makes it just ahead of Curtis to the TL::

E-Sonja says:
::Tosses something to Curtis:: Curtis: As you asked. ::grins::


Host ACO_McLir says:
CMO: Lets do it.

E-Timothy says:
CPO: Everything is fine!

CPOHansen says:
FCO: Lieutenant...help me round up these folks...

Host E-Curtis says:
Sonja: Have fun in engineering. ::grins::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Advise McKinley.

E-Timothy says:
:: Leaves the room ::

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Aye Sir. Half impulse it is.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Enters the TL::

CMOMcCell says:
::Takes the ship to half impulse::

E-Sonja says:
Curtis: Oh I will. William/Timothy: You're with me.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Gets into the TL with Curtis and Tlura::

AXO_Ander says:
::Walks over to Ops:: COM: McKinley: Earth Station McKinley, this is the USS Scimitar, requesting final clearance.

E-Timothy says:
Sonja: Ok.

E-William says:
:: Nods at Sonja::

CTO_Bucha says:
::hears half impulse...   and smiles::

Host E-Curtis says:
:: Watches the TL doors close::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Turns to SO Bishop:: SO: Think you're going to have to assist Lt. Jamin with the "students".

E-Sonja says:
:: Runs to TL:: computer: Main engineering.

Host E-Curtis says:
Computer: Bridge

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Getting all excited, wonders if the bridge has a sanitary facility close::

E-William says:
::With Sonja and Timothy::

SO_Bishop says:
ACO: Aye sir.

CMOMcCell says:
::Takes the ship to half impulse on clearance from the station::

CPOHansen says:
*AXO* Hansen to bridge...sir, the students have gone into a turbolift. They got out of here so fast I couldn't catch them!

Host E-Curtis says:
::Pulls out his PADD and hacks into the ships computer without being detected::

E-T`Lura says:
::Looks at Lisa doing a little dance and grins::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CMO: Set a routine course just past the Sol system for now.  351 mark 3.

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Ok I am into the computer. Turn off their internal Comm systems.

AXO_Ander says:
*Hansen* Right, Chief. We'll take care of it. Andersen out.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Walks onto the bridge smiling ...... :: Bridge Crew:: Oooooh!   What a nice place .. ::Darts over to OPS and hits the button::

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Aye Sir, 351 mark 3, any speed preference?

Host ACO_McLir says:
CTO: Track those kids on internal sensors.

SO_Bishop says:
TAC: Transferring SCI Stations to your command.

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: That do?

Host E-Curtis says:
::Takes sensors off-line::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CMO: ::Shrugs:: Warp 4.

AXO_Ander says:
Lisa: Hey, don't touch that...

CTO_Bucha says:
::Turns and grabs the kid’s hand at ops::

SO_Bishop says:
::Locks out SCI 1&2 and heads for TL::

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Aye sir.

CMOMcCell says:
::Hits the panels and goes straight to warp four...::

FCO_Jamin says:
::Follows the SO towards the TL::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: Internal sensors just went off-line!

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Trips over avoiding the CTO - sits on the bridge floor and screams loudly! :: CTO: You hurt me!!!!!

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Suggest we lock down all critical areas.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Enters the bridge:: All: Hi ::Smiles::

E-Sonja says:
::Pulls out package and hooks it up to engineering console:: William/Timothy: Here put these on the other consoles ::Hands them more packages::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::She can scream very loudly::

E-T`Lura says:
::Runs over and kicks CTO in the shin::

SO_Bishop says:
Lisa: You will have to accompany me to see the doctor.

AXO_Ander says:
Computer: Computer, lock out all command functions, authorization Andersen-Three-Seven-Alpha-Echo.

E-Timothy says:
:: Arrives in ME ::

Host E-Curtis says:
<Computer>XO: Codes are incorrect.

CTO_Bucha says:
::Hops on one leg from shin kick and tries to grab little kids::

Host E-Curtis says:
Computer: Play Wild Wild West.

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: We've cleared the station sir..

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Avoids the SO and runs back to OPS - hits some more buttons very fast and moves away ....grinning:: CTO: That'll teach you!

E-T`Lura says:
::Runs away::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Leaps and tackles E-Lisa_Da::

E-Sonja says:
::Moves away from console, counting:: Self: ten, nine eight...

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Slips sideways .... and the CTO is transported back to TR1::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The CTO misses Lisa and falls flat on his nose.

AXO_Ander says:
::Draws "cricket" phaser from pocket:: Curtis: You want to explain?

Host ACO_McLir says:
CMO: Remember we don't go to warp inside the solar system. ::Grins::

E-Timothy says:
::Thinks -  why is she? Oh no ducks ::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Walks up to the CO and pushes him:: CO: This is my ship now.

E-William says:
:: Takes cover ::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Giggles at the big mean XO with a worthless phaser::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Staggers to his feet....    eyes watering from his nose hit::

AXO_Ander says:
::Cycles phaser to heavy stun:: Curtis: You find something funny about this?

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Hey, it's been a long time since I even saw the controls this close.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Sits down in the captain’s chair::

E-T`Lura says:
::Goes and just stares at CO::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Nods with a satisfied look on her face .... and goes back to OPS .... hits some more buttons and a force field traps the SO where he stands::

Host E-Curtis says:
XO: Look at your phaser, it’s offline.

E-Sonja says:
Timothy: Tell Curtis plant one is done and almost ready.

AXO_Ander says:
Curtis: Which means all phasers are offline.

CMOMcCell says:
::Finally takes the ship to full impulse before he makes another mistake::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Realizes he's in TR1::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Walks to Curtis, strongly grabs shoulder and removes him from chair::

E-Timothy says:
*Curtis* Number one is almost ready.

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: You want me to move him?

Host E-Curtis says:
::Kicks McLir in the shins::

Host ACO_McLir says:
Curtis: You. What's your name?

Host E-Curtis says:
T'laur: Make him hurt.

CMOMcCell says:
::Locks down his console::

AXO_Ander says:
::Grabs Curtis' arm, twists it behind back:: Curtis: Don't touch the captain, see?

E-Timothy says:
:: Standing quietly in the middle of engineering. The staff seems busy. ::

E-T`Lura says:
::Stares at CO and suddenly he thinks he see snakes all over him::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Hits a button on his PADD and the gravity disappears::


E-Lisa_Da says:
::Giggles and presses a few more buttons in a controlled sequence ......small force fields now around AXO and FCO::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The CO thinks he is covered with Cobras::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Sees the force field move around the AXO as he floats into the air::

AXO_Ander says:
::starts to float up...in a force field::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: Shields spring up around the AXO and FCO::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: What now boss?

E-T`Lura says:
::Laughs loudly at CO::

SO_Bishop says:
::Grabs bulkhead to keep from floating off::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Turns gravity back on now that the mean old AXO let him go::

E-Timothy says:
*Curtis* Engineering is secure sir.

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Open a ship wide channel

AXO_Ander says:
::Falls to floor with a thud::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Closes eyes and uses ancient Irish mind control to over ride images::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: McLir’s ancient Irish mind control fails.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Walks over to the ACO and smiles at him:: ACO: Want to go to sickbay ... this can be arranged!

E-T`Lura says:
::Feels him trying to block her.....increases thoughts and he sees one arm burst into flames::

CTO_Bucha says:
::In TL headed back to the bridge::

AXO_Ander says:
::Looks up:: Curtis: And you think this is going to intimidate us? Believe me...this isn't worth what's going to happen to you.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Darts back to OPS and initiates site-to-site transfer so ACO arrives onto a biobed in sickbay::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Laughs at the XO::

CMOMcCell says:
::Stands up and touches the force field::

E-William says:
:: Starts digging around inside a panel, rearranging isolinear chips::

CMOMcCell says:
::Pulls his hand away from it::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Erects force field around sickbay so CO has to stay there::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Enters bridge and reaches for kid at ops console::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Kicks CTO's shins and erects force field around him .....quickly::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Hops..  again....   from shin pain::

E-Sonja says:
::Plants another little explosive in engineering::

E-T`Lura says:
::Sits at TAC wondering which button to push first::

E-Lisa_Da says:
CTO: Don't try that again!!! Or I can beam you outside the ship!

E-William says:
:: Moves to another panel::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Take helm. Set a course for earth above the mean old academy.

AXO_Ander says:
Curtis: I asked you a question!

E-William says:
:: Switching yet more isolinear chips::

CMOMcCell says:
Curtis: What do you want?

AXO_Ander says:
::Stands up inside force field::


Host E-Curtis says:
T'lura: Once we’re in range lock phasers on the academy.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Ignores the adults::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Giggles and checks power allocations ship wide ..... hears Curtis and moves to helm:: Curtis: Aye ummm Sir! ::giggles::

E-T`Lura says:
Curtis: Aye sir ::giggles::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Plots a path to close orbit over San Francisco::  Curtis:  ETA about .... 10 minutes Sir.

E-Sonja says:
::Pulls container of gas out of backpack and throws into area of engineering to knock out CPO Tor:: Self: mean old adults.

AXO_Ander says:
::Notices he's right over the escape hatch::

SO_Bishop says:
::Attempts to break out of force field::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: This is FUN!!!

E-T`Lura says:
::Waits .......finger hovering over panel::

Host E-Curtis says:
*Sonja* We blow the school up in 10 minutes.

E-William says:
Sonja: Careful with that stuff, you could get us with it too.

E-Sonja says:
*Curtis* Goodie.

CTO_Bucha says:
::Cole hunts for hole in force field::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Makes course corrections::

E-Sonja says:
::Rolls eyes:: Self: Maybe I should get William for pulling my hair a year ago. ::grins::

AXO_Ander says:
Curtis: Okay...so you don't respond to authority. Gee, how strong and mighty you are!

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Looks around to check that all those regular big stupids are still in their mini-prisons::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Hits a button and the AXO is beamed to Blade Lounge::

AXO_Ander says:
::Materializes in Blade Lounge::

E-William says:
:: Sees Sonja's look and moves to another panel... further away::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: Hey .... where did he go .....

SO_Bishop says:
::Heads towards Curtis, puts him in headlock:: Okay you little cretin.  Give up control of the ship or I snap your neck.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Looks around sickbay from within force fields::

AXO_Ander says:
Self: Damn...::looks around...doesn't appear to be a force field::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Wants to ring these kids’ neck...   as well as their parents necks::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Links OPS to helm and scans for AXO::

AXO_Ander says:
::Tosses Comm badge::

AXO_Ander says:
::Bolts out door::

SO_Bishop says:
::Tightens grip around Curtis throat::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::locks onto AXO's Comm badge and beams to brig::

E-T`Lura says:
::Makes CTO think he finds a hole in the force field::

E-Sonja says:
::Gets together packages to be beamed down into school:: Self: No more teachers, no more books...

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The SO falls to the deck in pain as every nerve in his body sends pain to him.

E-Timothy says:
:: Looking around Engineering ::

SO_Bishop says:
::Stands:: Sorry little boy, mind tricks don't work on me.

AXO_Ander says:
::Runs down corridor to quarters...unlocks door, locks it open, grabs d'k tahg::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Sees hole in force field...  and thinks: could be a trick, but stick hand through cautiously::

CMOMcCell says:
::Is still by his panel so yanks open one of the access panels to the helm workings and starts playing with the isolinear chips and anything else he can pull out thinking "this ought to slow them down"::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Wonders if the crew have seen the weak spot in this .... checks the ETA to San Francisco::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The SO falls to the deck with a faint pulse.

E-William says:
:: Hoping Curtis isn't going to far, that kids got a mean streak::

CMOMcCell says:
::Begins smashing the chips::

AXO_Ander says:
::Grabs tricorder, leaves into corridor::

E-T`Lura says:
::Watches him as his hand passes through::

SO_Bishop says:
::Takes Comm badge and places it on Curtis' shoe::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Notices power fluctuations .... thinks darn it .....kicks CMO in the head::

E-Timothy says:
Sonja: I hope no one comes down here. But it could be fun controlling someone.

AXO_Ander says:
::Programs tricorder to scatter life signs, then ducks into JT::

E-Lisa_Da says:
CMO: Naughty! ::beams him to the brig::

CMOMcCell says:
Lisa: Hey!

CMOMcCell says:
::Shimmers into the brig::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Cole jumps through force field and runs into TL drawing phaser set to stun::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: ETA?

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis:: 5 minutes 3.425 seconds

E-Sonja says:
Tim: yeah this is too easy. It would be nice to have some more fun.

E-William says:
Timothy: No thanks the fewer people we have to deal with the better.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Disables the TL between decks trapping the CTO inside…then opens a force field around the TL::

E-T`Lura says:
::Giggles as he bumps into the side of the force field thinking he is out::

AXO_Ander says:
::Climbs down::

E-William says:
Sonja: What do we do now?

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Concentrates on flight path:: Curtis: Someone is hailing us.

CMOMcCell says:
::Taps Comm badge:: *Lisa* Why are you taking orders from Curtis?... What is it... you don't have a will of your own?

E-Sonja says:
William: We wait until we're over the school then...::grins:: bye bye school.

AXO_Ander says:
::Arrives in JT below Deck 11...in junction next to main engineering::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Ignores the CMO::

E-William says:
:: Grins:: All: and Mr. Grinchly with it.

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Display the false COM message I created that fooled those stupid adults.

AXO_Ander says:
::Looks for main plasma conduits...he helped repair them not so long ago...::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Opens escape hatch on TL and begins to climb out::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: On screen.

AXO_Ander says:
::Reconfigures tricorder to overload...finds the plasma conduit he was looking for...sets tricorder for one-minute countdown, places it next to conduit and skedaddles::

E-Timothy says:
Sonja: Should you bobby trap that door?

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The CTO is shocked when he hits the force fields and falls back into the TL::

AXO_Ander says:
::Closes JT conduit isolation door...and heads back up::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: 3 minutes to the Academy.

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Good.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::McLir runs into force field and is knock unconscious::

E-Sonja says:
Timothy: I suppose. ::gets packages out of backpack and sets them up::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Crosses legs and wonders where the bathroom is::

E-T`Lura says:
::Bored.....waiting for firing orders.......searches for that mean old CTO's mind......finds it....hmm....thinks spiders BIG ones::

AXO_Ander says:
::Climbs up the vertical tubes...Deck 9, 8, 7...::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The AXO’s tricorder explodes cutting off power to half the ship.

AXO_Ander says:
::Emergency lights come on...he smiles::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: Curtis!!! Power going down!

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The entire ship loses power.

E-William says:
:: Notices the lights:: ALL: What happened?

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Get me power back now!

AXO_Ander says:
::Arrives on Deck 5...heads out into corridor, just outside sickbay::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis:  No power .... what do I do?

CTO_Bucha says:
::Cole rubs his eyes....   ::  self:  Can't ....   believe.....   what I'm seeing.....    It can't be......     AHHHHH!

E-T`Lura says:
::Looks at Curtis questioningly::

E-Sonja says:
Self: Darn darn darn. :: Mad someone played her own game::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Yells:: Lisa: Get it back!

CMOMcCell says:
::Steps out of his cell and goes to the weapons holder and busts it open grabbing as many phasers as possible::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Shrugs shoulders:: Curtis: I can't .... we need someone in engineering to do that.

E-T`Lura says:
::Hears CTO in her head and giggles uncontrollably::

AXO_Ander says:
::Draws d'k tahg::

Host E-Curtis says:
*Sonja* I need power quick before those fools figure it out.

E-Timothy says:
:: Running around the warp core in circles ::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: And I cannot stop the ship either ... so tell me what I do please?

CMOMcCell says:
::Exits the brig into the corridor::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Thinks this is not such fun::

E-Sonja says:
*Curtis* I'll try. ::determined::

AXO_Ander says:
::Opens sickbay door with hand actuator, goes in low...looking for McLir::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Regains control.....    of his thoughts and sets phaser to setting 6.....   light disruption....  and fires at the force field::

E-Sonja says:
::Goes over to engineering console, trying to reroute emergency power::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Thinks that this was not how it should have gone ...... sniffles::

E-William says:
::Reading a display:: Sonja: It's no good, the plasma conduits are damaged.

CMOMcCell says:
::Dives into the nearest JT and begins crawling::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Waiting for power to come back on::

E-T`Lura says:
::Makes Lisa hear running water ....just for the heck of it.....grins::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Tries not to wet her pants:: Tlura! Don't !

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Captain?

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Eyes flicker::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: Do something!

E-T`Lura says:
::Giggles:: Lisa: Ok ::Stops sounds::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Drops Comm badge...  and climbs out of TL car::

Host E-Curtis says:
<Computer>*Ship wide* Life support failure 5 minutes.

CMOMcCell says:
::Crawls up to the emergency bridge access port waiting for a moment, thinking of what to do::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Tlura: Tlura - when we crash you won't have time to play silly games on me!

E-Sonja says:
Self: Darn. *Curtis* I can't, everything is down.

E-T`Lura says:
Lisa: What? I stopped. ::pouts::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Captain! ::Rushes over to him::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa, T'lura: Lets get out of here.

E-Lisa_Da says:
Tlura:  I can't stop the ship ..... and it is going to crash ....


Host E-Curtis says:
*Sonja* Meet us in the shuttlebay.  We’re getting out of here.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Exits the bridge for the TL:

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Gets off the chair and runs off the bridge .... but the TL does not work::

E-T`Lura says:
Lisa: Let's go! ::Follows Curtis::

E-Sonja says:
William/ Timothy: Come on, we’re going to the shuttle bay.

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Captain, we have to regain control of the ship.

E-Timothy says:
:: Overhears the COMM and stops running ::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Climbs through an access panel into deck 3....  phaser drawn to light stun::

E-William says:
::Over hears Curtis' Comm, follows Sonja::

E-Timothy says:
:: Follows Sonja ::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: How do we get to the shuttle-bay .... only way is by JT's?

Host E-Curtis says:
::Sees the TL is offline and runs for the JT::

AXO_Ander says:
::Lightly slaps ACO's face to revive him::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: Right.

E-Sonja says:
::Disables booby trap and crawls into JT::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Hits the emergency eject bridge button on the way out::

E-T`Lura says:
::Heads for JT::

E-Timothy says:
:: Mental hold on the engineering crew breaks ::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Reacts to slap, eyes open::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Clambers into the nearest JT .... trying to remember which direction to take::

CMOMcCell says:
::Enters sickbay instead of the bridge::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Captain, we have to get to engineering and reroute power...the ship's dead.

CTO_Bucha says:
::thinks:  gotta find Niall and Ed::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Slowly stands, wobbly:: AXO: Lets go.

CMOMcCell says:
::Grabs one of the "toys" a remote controlled toy... one of niles'::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Heads down the JT with Lisa and T'saul with him as they hear the docking clamps let go of the bridge::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The bridge floats off.

E-Sonja says:
::Crawls through JT and climbs up ladder::

AXO_Ander says:
::Accompanies ACO to nearest JT:: ACO: We have to crawl down. Everything's offline.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Getting awfully tired of crawling::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Is warp core still on line?

CTO_Bucha says:
::Runs at a jog pace through the halls toward engineering::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Wait... ::runs back to sickbay, grabs two tricorders, rushes back::

E-Sonja says:
::Gets out of JT and heads for shuttlebay::

E-William says:
:: Right behind Sonja::

E-Timothy says:
:: Climbs out behind Sonja ::

CMOMcCell says:
ACO: Hey wait!

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Not as far as I know. I used a tricorder to sabotage the main plasma conduit. ::Crawls into JT::

CMOMcCell says:
::Runs after the ACO::

E-T`Lura says:
Curtis: How much farther?

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Finding it hard to breathe:: Curtis: You should have left us life support ....

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: We can try a cold restart but it's tricky.

Host E-Curtis says:
T'tural: Two minutes.

SO_Bishop says:
::Attempting to get bridge powered up::

AXO_Ander says:
::They're going down...Deck 7, 8, 9...::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: We lost it when power went out.

E-T`Lura says:
::Breathing hard:: Curtis: ooh....kay

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Continues crawling to Deck 11::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: But you said it would be ok ....

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Starts to cry::

AXO_Ander says:
::Finally reach Deck 11...he follows the ACO::

AXO_Ander says:
::draws d'k tahg, tricorder at the ready::

CTO_Bucha says:
::To engineering....    deck 6,7,8....::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: ED, go to that panel and initiate the flow.

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Aye, sir. ::Hooks tricorder into M/ARA, begins hitting the proper buttons::


E-T`Lura says:
::Looks back at Lisa:: Lisa: Don't cry....we'll be ok ::pants::

AXO_Ander says:
::Tosses tricorder to McLir::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: I’ll get the regulators to the crystal fine tuned.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Crawls on::

SO_Bishop says:
::Attempting to get CPU on and power restored::

AXO_Ander says:
::Realizes the air's starting to get stale...life support must be failing::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: ::All the brats arrive in the shuttle bay::

Host E-Curtis says:
All: Which shuttle are we going to take?

E-Timothy says:
:: Finding it hard to believe, tries to plant a thought into the kids mind that things are fine ::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Grabs tricorder and monitors mixture chamber::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Ready?

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: As I'll ever be, sir.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Feeling faint ..... difficult to breathe ...::

E-T`Lura says:
::Hops out of JT and point to a shuttle:: Curtis: How about that one?

CMOMcCell says:
::Begins crawling down to JT's and hears voices::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Initiate.

CTO_Bucha says:
::Arrives in ME and sees Ed and Niall::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Initiating flow regulation sequence. ::works tricorder furiously::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: We need power...  how can I help?

Host E-Curtis says:
Sonja: Get everyone into that shuttle. ::points to the one T'laura did::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Watches the core "fire up"::

E-Timothy says:
:: Follows ::

E-T`Lura says:
::Goes to help Lisa to shuttle::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Trips over her own feet as she leaves the JT:: ::puffs:: Curtis: Wait for me!!!!!

E-Sonja says:
::Gets in shuttle, thinking how much trouble they're going to be in::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Ed, get our heading and put us in orbit.

CMOMcCell says:
::Follows the voices to Deck 12::

E-T`Lura says:
::Pulls her along and enters shuttle::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Aye, sir...reinitializing command sequence, restoring proper codes...accessing helm control.

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The bridge will burn up in earth atmosphere in five minutes.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Is dragged onto the shuttle ....::Tlura! My hair !

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Realigning for standard earth orbit...Captain, we need the tractor beam. They've disconnected the bridge!

CMOMcCell says:
::Exits the JT's when the voices stop thinking they must have exited further on::

Host E-Curtis says:
::Hits the emergency shuttle bay door open button and runs for the shuttle::

E-T`Lura says:
Lisa: Oops, sorry.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Checks life support system and reactivates::

SO_Bishop says:
::Sets off all but one escape pods and heads for last one::

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Locks tractor beams on bridge:: AXO: on it now.

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Collapses onto the shuttle floor .... exhausted and tearful::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Tractor beam seems to be stable...whew.

Host E-Curtis says:
::Enters the shuttle:: Sonja: Take off if all are aboard.

CTO_Bucha says:
::Runs to console checking sensors....    ACO: SO Bishop is on the bridge!

AXO_Ander says:
CTO: Cole, try to reactivate internal sensors.

CMOMcCell says:
::Approaches the shuttle bay but not yet::

E-T`Lura says:
::Takes a seat....feels sorry for Lisa::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: Tractor beam fails.

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Check the SIF.

CTO_Bucha says:
AXO: Aye.....   We need to get the SO out of there.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Diverts power to tractor beam::

SO_Bishop says:
::Enters final escape pod and jettisons::

CTO_Bucha says:
::Turns to try and bring internal sensors back on-line::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Fly us under the bridge and we'll just carry it out with us.

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: Just as the SO ejects the bridge enters earth atmosphere and begins to burn up.

E-T`Lura says:
::Ponders thoughts of running water again but decided to be nice....for a change::

SO_Bishop says:
::Attempting to override pod CPU::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Aye, sir...wait, it's too late. The bridge is starting to burn up.

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Anyone on board?

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: SO Bishop is in an escape pod....   it is entering the Earth’s atmosphere....  temperature is rising rapidly....    ::continues on sensors::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Attempting to beam the SO out... ::works transporter::

E-Sonja says:
::Looks for safe place to land away from adults::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CTO: Noted. ::Engages tractor beam on pod::

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The shuttle full of brats takes off.

SO_Bishop says:
::Passes out from heat of melting pod::

Host ACO_McLir says:
AXO: Ed, prepare to beam him out.

CMOMcCell says:
::Enters the shuttlebay to see them fly off::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Engaging transport... ::hits it::

Host ACO_McLir reengages tractor beam 

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Huddled in the shuttle .... frightened of the trouble she will be in::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: A shuttle has been launched...   It appears to be the kids, sir....

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The low power tractor locks on the SO pod and gentle brings him on board.

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Sir, we should alert Starfleet Security...have them round the kids up. We're in no shape to do it.

E-T`Lura says:
::sends Lisa thoughts of cake and ice cream::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CTO: Notify SFH to pick them up.


CTO_Bucha says:
ACO:  Suggest we now lock the tractor on the shuttle, sir!

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Incoming hail from Starfleet Command, sir.

E-Sonja says:
::Flies around looking for safe place to land::

E-Lisa_Da says:
::Starts to feel more cheerful .... tearful smile at Tlura::

Host ACO_McLir says:
CTO: Negative, it isn’t up to it.

E-T`Lura says:
::Smiles back::

CTO_Bucha says:
ACO: Aye....    ::begins sending Comm with shuttles id and trajectory to SFH security::

CMOMcCell says:
::Exits the shuttle bay rubbing his jaw from being kicked...it hurt::

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Sir?

Host E-Curtis says:
Action: The brats warp out of the system to cause problems elsewhere.

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: We're being hailed by Starfleet Command, sir.

Host ACO_McLir says:
*CMO/FCO* Report to Engineering, we'll run her from here.

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis: Where do we go now?  They are going to be awful mad with us!

Host E-Curtis says:
<SFC>COM: Scimitar: What is going on up there?  Why is your bridge burning up like a meteor?

CMOMcCell says:
::Thinks: Brats::

Host E-Curtis says:
Lisa: We’ll be back some day.

AXO_Ander says:
::Whispers to McLir:: ACO: Tell them their brats burned up the bridge.

Host ACO_McLir says:
Comm: SFC: Your "guests" sabotaged our ship.


CTO_Bucha says:
::hears Comm and shakes head::

E-Lisa_Da says:
Curtis:  Well .... I am hungry ....::goes back to look for food packs::

Host ACO_McLir says:
Com: SFC: Suggest you apprehend.

Host E-Curtis says:
<SFC>Mclir: Watch your tone Lt. Commander.  Just because you can not handle 6 pre-teens gives you no right to back mouth an Admiral.

Host ACO_McLir says:
COM: SFC: We'll be heading back to McKinley. AXO: Take us back.

AXO_Ander says:
ACO: Aye, sir. ::grumbles at SFC's tone:: Setting a return course to McKinley...engaging.

Host ACO_McLir says:
::Grins at ED:: COM: SFC: Noted, SIR. ::Cuts transmission.::

Host E-Curtis says:
###################### END MISSION ######################

